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Abstract—Waveguide diplexer designs are widely used for telecommunications, space, and terrestrial applications. Although mathematical models and design procedures for waveguide filters are known,
diplexer designs still remain complex and time consuming. This paper describes how to obtain an equivalent circuit network model and
a complete design of non-contiguous diplexers using a computer-aided
approach with a classic Y-junction. Results are satisfactory in terms
of reduced design time and performance. Examples including physical
dimensions are provided.
1. INTRODUCTION
Diplexers are used in a large variety of applications in communication
systems. They typically follow the antenna in the RF chain allowing
simultaneously transmit and receive functions. A diplexer is a device
that splits a signal into two groups according to predefined frequency
ranges, or combines two signals, each occupying a separate frequency
range, into a single collection of signals. Diplexers subdivide a wide
frequency band in two narrower bands or, reciprocally, combine
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frequency bands into a common port. There are mainly two types
of diplexer, contiguous and non-contiguous ones. In a non-contiguous
diplexer, the bands of the filters are separated in frequency with a
frequency separation called ‘guardband’ whereas, in the contiguous
case, the bands are adjacent.
This paper focuses on diplexers realized in rectangular waveguides
connecting two inductive iris bandpass filters. The design typically
starts with the establishment of the main RF specifications, e.g.,
Transmit/Receive frequency ranges, insertion loss variation, return
loss, and rejection at Transmit/Receive bands. Each filter is then
modelled and physical dimensions calculated i.e., waveguide lengths
and iris dimensions. Subsequently, the filters are combined at the
common port. This connection can be done, for example, with Nfurcation, T-junctions, or Y-junction. In this article, the Y-junction is
chosen as connection between the two filters. The connection of the
two filters at the common port requires typically optimization loops of
the entire structure. To ease the dimensional design process in terms of
time and complexity, excessive use of optimisation should be prevented,
especially in diplexer structures where there are numerous dimensions
to be optimised.
Accurate transfer functions for calculating network models of
bandpass filters and diplexers are known and published for example
in [1–3]. In addition information on how to derive physical dimensions
of bandpass filters and diplexers is also provided in [4] and [5] but
without indicating how diplexer circuit models can be calculated.
The aim of this work is to provide practical formulas to derive a
Y-junction diplexer network model (see Figure 1) giving examples of
diplexer network synthesis, including physical dimensions and fullwave
analyses. A FORTRAN software code has been written to assist
engineers in the design of diplexers limiting the optimization variables
following an automatic and systematic approach as indicated in [5].
This prevents the use of common techniques requiring time-consuming
global fullwave optimization. The FORTRAN programming language
was chosen due to its accurate numerical computation, speed, and
portability with respect to operative system.

Figure 1. 3D cad drawing of a diplexer.
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1. Diplexer Admittance Matrix
The object of this section is to provide formulas to be used in the
definition of a diplexers network model.
Since a diplexer is a three port device, it can be modeled using
a 3 × 3 either admittance or impedance matrix. Figure 2 indicates
the block diagram of a diplexer network model, where the junction is
represented by the admittance matrix Y , and the two filters by the
admittance matrices Y F 1 and Y F 2 .
The matrix Y can be written as:
!
Ã
Y11 Y12 Y13
Y21 Y22 Y23
(1)
Y =
Y31 Y32 Y33
while the two admittance filter matrices Y F 1 and Y F 2 :
Ã
!

F1 Y F1
Y

11
21

F1 =

 Y
F1 Y F1
Y21
22
µ F2
F2 ¶

Y11 Y21

F2 =

Y

F2 Y F2
Y21
22

(2)

Considering the voltages V1 , V2 , V3 and currents I1 , I2 , I3 respectively
at port 1, 2, 3, the following can be written:
Ã
!
Ã
!
I1
V1
Dip
I2
=Y
· V2
(3)
I3
V3
Using the network in Figure 2, the Kirchhoff equations can be written
and solved in Y Dip in terms of Y F 1 and Y F 2 :
 Dip

Dip
Dip
Y11
Y12
Y13
 Dip
Dip
Dip 
Y Dip =  Y21
(4)
Y22
Y23

Dip
Dip
Dip
Y31
Y32
Y33

Figure 2. Diplexer network model.
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Note that the network can be solved also in terms of the impedance
matrix rather than the admittance matrix (clearly both models are
electrically equivalent).
The complete analytical expression for matrix (4) is given in the
Appendix (the case of Z matrix representation is also provided). The
explicit expression of Y Dip can be used to create a mathematical model
of the Diplexer. Such equations are independent of the practical
realization of the junction and therefore are still valid for junctions
different from the Y-junction.
2.2. Y-Junction and Filter Admittance Matrices
In order to complete the analytical model of the diplexer, explicit
expressions for the matrices Y F 1 , Y F 2 , and Y are necessary. The
objective is to show how to calculate those matrices and to derive
consequently a diplexer response.
It is first indicated how to
calculate the junction admittance matrix and then the filter admittance
matrices.
Since lumped element models for the junction typically do not
include the frequency dependence of waveguide structures (unless
advanced models are used), it is preferred to use standard fullwave
simulators to derive accurate results. With the use of a fullwave
simulator (in our case [9]), it is possible to calculate the S matrix
response of a Y-junction in the frequency range of interest. The S
matrix can be then converted in Y matrix just using analytical matrix
transformations.
This way of proceeding ensures a very accurate model of the
Y-junction which includes the frequency dependency of the junction
structure. The Y admittance matrix of the junction is then calculated.
In order to calculate the filter admittance matrices Y F 1 and Y F 2 ,
it is necessary to choose the filter network model. Typically, waveguide
bandpass filters exhibiting Chebychev characteristics are represented
either with coupling matrices [6] or with a model based on impedance
inverters cascaded with transmission lines as indicated in [1, 5]. In this
article the model is chosen based on impedance inverters which give
a direct link between network characteristics and physical model as
indicated in Figure 3.
A possible realization in rectangular waveguide of a Chebychev
bandpass filter is composed of a cascade of resonators separated by
inductive irises. Figure 3(a) contains a schematic of a 4-pole filter
and the equivalent network model based on a cascade of impedance
inverters and transmission lines with characteristic impedance Z0 . The
widths of irises, represented by a frequency independent impedance
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inverter Kij , are denoted as W1 , W2 , W3 , and the letters R1 , R2
indicate the resonator lengths, represented by transmission lines. Thus,
the geometrical structure is mapped into a network model. To be
noted that this circuit model clearly simplifies the actual behavior of
waveguides: for example, it does not include higher order modes and
the frequency dependence of the coupling elements. In any case, the
model given in Figure 3(b) is a good approximation of a waveguide
filter when these effects can be ignored, namely for narrow bandwidth
(BW) applications.
The filter network model is completed when the values of the
impedance inverters, the resonator lengths, and the characteristic
impedance of the line have been determined.
We assume that all resonators are tuned to the same centre
frequency f0 = BW/2 and therefore, in the network model, the lengths
of the resonators (i.e., of the transmission lines) are identical and given
by:
l=m

λg0
2

m = 1, 2, . . .

(5)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) 3D drawing of a 4-pole bandpass filter in rectangular
waveguide. (b) Top-view of a bandpass filter in rectangular waveguide
and its network model.
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where λg0 is the guide-wavelength at the centre frequency, and m the
number of half wavelengths. For the example, the TE 101 mode has
been selected and therefore the value for m is 1.
The remaining network model parameters are Z0 and Kij . The
characteristic impedance Z0 can be set to any real value. For simplicity
we choose the value of Z0 = 1 Ω.
For a given filter degree n of fractional bandwidth w = BW/f0 ,
the impedance inverters are defined as given in [6]:

√
 K01 = k01 RA · x · w
Kj,j+1 |j=1,n−1 = w · x · kj,j+1
(6)
√

Kn,n+1 = kn,n+1 RB · x · w
where the normalised coupling elements kj,j+1 are calculated from the
lowpass prototype elements defined in [6] for Chebychev filters by the
following:
1
ki,i+1 |i=0,...,n = √
(7)
gi gi+1
In Equation (6), RA and RB are the resistances which close the
line on the left- and right-hand side of the network in Figure 3(b).
These resistances are the normalising elements for calculating the Sparameters and usually taken to the value of Z0 (i.e., in this case, both
equal to 1). x is the reactance slope parameter of the series resonator
given by:
µ
¶
λg0 2
π
x = Z0
(8)
2
λ0
where λ0 is the wavelength at the centre frequency f0 .
Having dimensioned all network elements, the filter model is
completed. In general, for an n-pole filter, the transfer matrix Tij
is obtained by multiplying the transfer matrix elements of the circuit
as follows:
¶ µ
µ
¶ µ
¶
cos (βL)
jZ0 sin (βL)
0 iK01
T11 T12
= j
.
i
0
T21 T22
cos (βL)
K01
Z0 sin (βL)

³
´
³
´
λ
λ
µ
¶
cos π λg0
iZ0 sin π λg0
g
0 iK12


³ λ g´
·  i sin π g0
³
´ ·
i
0
λg0
λg
K12
cos
π
Z0
λg

³
´
³
´
λ
λg0
µ
¶
cos π λg0
iZ
sin
π
0
λg 
0 iKn+1

³ λ g´
. . . i sin π g0
(9)
³
´ .
i
0
λg0
λg
Kn+1
cos
π
Z0
λg
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Figure 4. Connection of the filters to the Y-junction, detail of L1 and
L2 .
Note that in Equation (9), a transmission line of length L is positioned
at the left side of the first coupling representing the waveguide
connecting the filter to the common junction. In order to ensure
adequate electrical matching between the filters and the junction, the
lengths L1 and L2 respectively connecting filter 1 and 2 to the common
port have to be appropriately chosen, as indicated in Figure 4.
An analytical solution to calculate L1 and L2 is possible as
indicated in [8] using the phase information for the two filters and the
scattering parameters characterizing the junction. For convenience,
the formulas, (A3) and (A4), are provided in the appendix.
After calculating L1 and L2 , Equation (9) can be finally
transformed into the admittance matrices Y F 1 and Y F 2 with the
simple use of network formulas.
Using now the three matrices Y , Y F 1 , and Y F 2 , Y Dip can be
calculated using the formula (A1) given in the appendix. The S matrix
can be then derived using:
¡
¢−1 ¡
¢
S = I + Y Dip
I − Y Dip
(10)
3. SUMMARY OF THE NETWORK DESIGN
PROCEDURE AND EXAMPLES
A FORTRAN code has been written including all the equations
previously described. In this section, a digest of the diplexer design
procedure is given including 2 examples.
The network diplexer synthesis proceeds as follows:
1) The waveguide type for the Y-junction and the filters shall be
selected according to the working frequency range, and a suitable
iris thickness chosen.
2) The Y-junction shall be analysed with a fullwave simulator to
calculate S-parameters and then convert them into the Y matrix.
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3) In accordance with Figure 3(b) and with the RF specifications, the
network models of the filters shall be calculated: the impedance
inverters using (6), and the resonator lengths using (5).
4) The transfer matrix Tij of the filters shall be calculated using (9)
(including L1 and L2 by using (A3)) and converted into Y F 1 and
Y F 2 using matrix transformations.
5) The diplexer admittance matrix shall be calculated using (4) and
(A1) of the appendix, and the S-parameters with (10).
Two examples of diplexer network design are now discussed. The
specifications are for typical Rx/Tx for Telecommunication satellites
in Ku band and given in Table 1 and Table 3.
Table 1. RF specification example 1.
Order
Frequency Bands
Return Loss

Filter 1 (Tx)
5
12.5–12.75 [GHz]
> −20 [dB]

Filter 2 (Rx)
4
14–14.25 [GHz]
> −20 [dB]

After running the program, the network results are summarized
as follows in Table 2 (a return loss of 25 dB is assumed):
Table 2. Network analysis results.
f0
L1,2
Inverters

Filter 1 (Tx)
12.625 [GHz]
3.46 [mm]
0.252768 (K0,1 = K5,6 )
0.049528 (K1,2 = K4,5 )
0.034711 (K2,3 = K4,5 )

Filter 2 (Rx)
14.125 [GHz]
2.12 [mm]
0.231325 (K0,1 = K4,5 )
0.041959 (K1,2 = K3,4 )
0.031100 (K2,3 )

The S-parameters calculated are shown in Figure 5. The matching
on both channels and the excellent diplexer response can be observed.
This model did not require any optimization at network level, resulting
in a computation time of just few seconds.
The second example of diplexer design considers a bandwidth of
750 MHz for the first filter and 500 MHz for the second one as indicated
in Table 3.
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Table 3. RF specification example 2.
Order
Frequency Bands
Return Loss

Filter 1 (Tx)
12
10.95–11.7 [GHz]
> −20 [dB]

Filter 2 (Rx)
10
14–14.5 [GHz]
> −20 [dB]

Table 4. Network analysis results.
f0
L1,2

Inverters

Filter 1 (Tx)
11.325 [GHz]
3.22 [mm]
0.482308 (K0,1 = K12,13 )
0.178933 (K1,2 = K11,12 )
0.121689 (K2,3 = K10,11 )
0.111251 (K3,4 = K9,10 )
0.107722 (K4,5 = K8,9 )
0.106329 (K5,6 = K7,8 )
0.105946 (K6,7 )

Figure 5. Network S-parameters
response of the Diplexer (5 and 4
pole filters).

Filter 2 (Rx)
14.25 [GHz]
1.79 [mm]
0.304014 (K0,1 = K10,11 )
0.071112 (K1,2 = K3,4 )
0.048402 (K2,3 )
0.044324 (K3,4 = K10,11 )
0.043047 (K3,4 = K10,11 )
0.042726 (K5,6 )
−

Figure 6. Network S-parameters
response of the Diplexer (12 and
10 pole filters).

After running the program, the network results are summarized
as follows in Table 4.
The S-parameters calculated are shown in Figure 6. It can be
observed the matching on both channels and the excellent diplexer
response. The return loss is better than 20 dB on both channels.
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In conclusion, the S-parameter results show good performance of
the presented network model. The FORTRAN program calculates the
S-parameters in few seconds for both cases. This permits to easily
predict the performance of diplexers.
4. EXAMPLE OF DIPLEXERS IN RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE
A simple and reliable automatic diplexer design procedure has been
described for non-contiguous diplexers, substantially reducing the
overall computational time from the RF specifications to the final
dimensions [5]. This procedure resulted in a FORTRAN code able
to assist engineers in diplexer modeling. The procedure ensures fast
optimization by the appropriate choice of only six dimensions to be
adjusted. Electromagnetic simulations are run with a limited number
of variables independent of the filter order.
The software code was run for the two examples previously
described. The dimensions found for the first diplexer are reproduced
in Table 5. The second structure is given in Table 6. For both cases,
WR75 was used and the iris thickness I is 1 mm (see Figure 3(a)). The
mathematical computation took less than five minutes.
Table 5. Dimensions of the Diplexer [mm].
WG type
Iris length
L1,2

Resonator lengths

Iris widths

Filter 1 (Tx)
WR75
1
1.855
Resonator 1
13.300
Resonator 2 and 4
14.460
Resonator 3
14.554
Resonator 5
13.260
Iris 1 8.027
Iris 2 and 5 4.583
Iris 3 and 4 4.076
Iris 6 7.989

Filter 2 (Rx)
WR75
1
0.908
Resonator 1
11.237
Resonator 2 and 3
12.206
Resonator 4
11.251
−
Iris 1 7.350
Iris 2 and 4 4.058
Iris 3 3.685
Iris 5 7.197
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Table 6. Dimensions of the Diplexer [mm].
WG type
Iris length
L1,2

Resonator lengths

Iris widths

Filter 1 (Tx)
WR75
1
0.282
Resonator 1
14.110
Resonator 2 and 11
16.174
Resonator 3 and 10
16.612
Resonator 4 and 9
16.705
Resonator 5 and 8
16.738
Resonator 6 and 7
16.750
Resonator 12
14.090
Iris 1 10.744
Iris 2 and 12 7.652
Iris 3 and 11 6.714
Iris 4 and 10 6.506
Iris 5 and 9 6.430
Iris 6 and 8 6.407
Iris 7 6.399
Iris 13 11.003

Filter 2 (Rx)
WR75
1
0.237
Resonator 1
10.766
Resonator 2 and 9
11.811
Resonator 3 and 8
11.951
Resonator 4 and 7
11.979
Resonator 5 and 6
11.988
Resonator 10
10.660
−
Iris 1 7.924
Iris 2 and 10 4.801
Iris 3 and 9 4.232
Iris 4 and 8 4.112
Iris 5 and 7 4.073
Iris 6 4.063
Iris 11 7.906
−

The S-parameters of the diplexer analyzed with a fullwave
simulator [9] are given in Figure 7. The response shows a return loss
better than 20 dB, however this is not equal ripple. This limitation
is linked to the dimensional synthesis of the filters themselves and
not to the design methodology of the diplexer (i.e., to the choice of
the dimensions to adjust via optimization). The limitation of the
filter synthesis is linked to the network model which uses frequency
independent couplings. An optimization of the individual filter can
be useful to achieve equal-ripple performance before finalizing the
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diplexer design process. In these specific cases, it was preferred to leave
the dimensions as they came directly from the synthesis without any
optimization at diplexer (nor filter) level to demonstrate the capability
of the design procedure and possible limits.
The S-parameters of the structure analyzed with a fullwave
simulator [9] are given in Figure 8. The return loss is better than
18 dB on the first channel and better than 20 dB on the second one.
Also in this case the limitation on the achieved return loss is due to
the initial fullwave response of the TX filter.
Figure 9 shows the field analysis of the diplexer of Figure 8 at the
center frequency of the TX channel (f = 11.325 GHz). It can be noted
that the electric field is maximum in the TX channel and minimum in
the RX channel as expected.

Figure 7. Fullwave response of
the Diplexer (5 and 4 pole filters).

Figure 8.
Fullwave response
of the Diplexer (12 and 10 pole
filters).

Figure 9. Field analysis at the center frequency of the TX channel
(f = 11.325 GHz).
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5. APPLICABILITY OF THE METHOD
The presented computer-aided design of Y-junction waveguide
diplexers is limited to the case of non contiguous diplexers, meaning
that the rejection provided by the TX channel to the RX channel and
opposite is sufficiently high (< 50 dB). Depending on the filter, this is
often achieved if the guard-band is in the order of the bandwidth of the
wider channel. Note that this has to include any additional spurious
that can possibly fall in the second channel.
This is because the impedance inverters as calculated in this paper
are based on doubly terminated networks. It is also possible to design
a contiguous diplexer using the same procedure but with appropriate
couplings based on singly-terminated filters. However, the quality
of the synthesis depends on guard-band and the filter types chosen.
Therefore optimization of the diplexer is typically necessary to achieve
the specified RF performance.
Note that diplexer design and utilization depends upon the
applicability range of the waveguide. In any case the entire diplexer
band (both channels) has to fall within the applicability range of the
waveguide; in the described examples WR75.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A software tool has been developed to support engineers in the design
of non-contiguous diplexers using waveguide Y-junctions. The software
calculates a mathematical model of the diplexer and can be used
for example in establishing the filter order of each frequency band.
Examples of designs have been given showing adequate return loss
matching of each filter. This model and the equation provided are
generic and can be used also for any other junction type by just using
another admittance junction matrix.
The software code written in FORTRAN calculates the diplexer
dimensions using a procedure already presented by some of the authors
and validated with measurements [5]. The use of the mathematical
model, supported with automatic dimensional synthesis procedures,
allows fast analysis and assessments. This can lead to quick corrections
simply by reiterating automatic designs. The applicability and limits
of the method are also discussed.
The FORTRAN software code can be further improved allowing
diplexer designs using other junction and filter types, but using the
same basic approach and formulas as given in the paper.
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APPENDIX A.
The Diplexer admittance matrix Y Dip (4) is given analytically using
the following expressions:
¡ F1
¢

F2
+Y11
Y12 Y21 + Y13 Y11
+ Y22 Y31



−Y12 Y23 Y31 − Y13 Y21 Y32 + Y12 Y21 Y33
Dip


Y11
= Y11 −

F 1 +Y
F2
−Y23 Y32 +(Y11

22 )(Y11 +Y33 )


F
1
F
2

Y12 (Y11 Y12 −Y13 Y32 +Y12 Y33 )
Dip


 Y12 = − Y F 2 Y22 −Y23 Y32 +Y22 Y33 +Y F 1 (Y F 2 +Y33 )


11
11
11

F 2 Y F 1 Y +Y Y −Y Y

Y12
 Dip
( 11 13 13 22 12 23 )

Y13 = − Y F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y


33 )
22
23 32
22 33

11
11 ( 11


F 1 −Y F 2 Y +Y Y −Y Y

Y12
(
21
23 31
21 33 )
Dip
11


Y
= − Y F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y

 21
33 )
22
23 32
22 33
11
11 ( 11
F 1 2 Y F 2 +Y
(A1)
Y
(
)
(
)
33
Dip
12
11
F1 −

Y22 = Y22
F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y

Y11
(
)
33

22
23 32
22 33
11
11


F 1Y F 2Y

Y12
Dip
23
12

Y
=

F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y
23

Y11
22
23 32
22 33
33 )

11 ( 11


F 2 −Y F 1 Y −Y Y +Y Y

Y12
(
31
22 31
21 32 )
Dip
11


Y31 = Y F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y


22
23 32
22 33
33 )
11
11 ( 11


F 1Y F 2Y

Y12
Dip
32

12

 Y32 = Y11F 2 Y22 −Y23 Y32 +Y22 Y33 +Y11F 1 (Y11F 2 +Y33 )



2

(Y12F 2 ) (Y11F 1 +Y22 )
 Dip
F2 −

Y33 = Y22
F 2 Y −Y Y +Y Y +Y F 1 Y F 2 +Y
Y11
33 )
22
23 32
22 33
11 ( 11
In case impedance matrices Z are used, the following expression is
valid: 
¡ F1
¢
F2
+Z11
Z12 Z21 + Z13 Z11
+ Z22 Z31



−Z12 Z23 Z31 − Z13 Z21 Z32 + Z12 Z21 Z33

Dip

Z11
= Z11 −

F2
F 1 +Z

−Z23 Z32 +(Z11
22 )(Z11 +Z33 )



F 1 Z F 2 Z −Z Z +Z Z
Z

)
(
12
13
32
12
33


Z Dip = Z F 2 Z 12−Z 11Z +Z Z +Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z

 12
33 )
23 32
22 33
11 ( 11
11 22


F 2 Z F 1 Z +Z Z −Z Z

Z
)
(
13
13
22
12
23
Dip

 Z13
= Z F 2 Z 12−Z 11Z +Z Z +Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z


33 )
23 32
22 33
11 ( 11
11 22


F 1 Z F 2 Z −Z Z +Z Z

Z
)
(
21
23
31
21
33
 Dip
11
21


F 2 Z −Z Z +Z Z +Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z
 Z21 = Z11
22
23 32
22 33
33 )
11 ( 11
F 1 Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z
(A2)
Z
)
(
33
Dip
11
12 21
F1 −

Z22
= Z22
F 2 Z −Z Z +Z Z +Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z

Z
(
)

23 32
22 33
33
11 22
11
11


F 2ZF 1Z

Z12
Dip
21 23

 Z23 = Z F 2 Z −Z Z +Z Z +Z F 1 Z F 2 +Z

23 32
22 33
33 )

11 22
11 ( 11


F 2 Z F 1 Z +Z Z −Z Z

Z
(
)
31
22
31
21
32
Dip
21
11


Z31 = − Z Z − Z F 1 +Z Z F 2 +Z


33 )
23 32 ( 11
22 )( 11


F 1ZF 2Z

Z12
Dip

21 32

Z32 = − Z Z − Z F 1 +Z Z F 2 +Z


23 32 ( 11
22 )( 11
33 )


F 2 Z F 2 Z F 1 +Z

Z12
22 )
Dip

21 ( 11
F
2
 Z33 = Z22 +
F 1 +Z
F2
Z23 Z32 −(Z11
22 )(Z11 +Z33 )
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L1 and L2 have to be calculated alternatively using the formula (A3).
As indicated in [8], and repeated for simplicity, it is always possible to
minimize the reflectivity of the two-port junction realized by closing
an arm of a reciprocal and lossless three-port junction, say port 2, on
a reactive load jX, provided that the load is position at a distance L:
ψ−φ
L(f ) =
(A3)
2β
where ejψ is the reflection of the reactive load, β the propagation
constant of the feed waveguides and φ is a quantity that depends on
the scattering parameters of the junction.
Using the property of the Y-junction S11 = S22 = S33 , the
formulas given in [8], reduces to the form:
Ã
!
√
2 + b2 − c
−b
+
a
φ = 2 tan−1
(A4)
c−a
where

with,

¡
¢
a = 1 + a211 sin (φs − 2φ11 ) − 2a11 sin (φ11 )
¡
¢
b = 1 + a211 cos (φs − 2φ11 ) − 2a11 cos (φ11 )
c = 2a11 sin (3φ11 − φs )
¡ 3
¢
2
3
φs = ] S11
− 3S11 S12
+ 2S12

In (A4), S11 = a11 ejφ11 and S12 = a12 ejφ12 are the scattering parameter
at the input port and φs is the phase of the determinant of the
scattering matrix of the three-port junction computed at the frequency
f (i.e., alternatively the center frequency of channel one and two). If
L is negative then it is necessary to add λg /2.
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